
 
 

NATIVE AMERICAN SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE PROGRAM 2018 
 
Introduction: 
Crow Canyon Archaeological Center is pleased to announce the 2018 Native American Scholar in 
Residence Program. Scholars will reside on Crow Canyon’s campus for six days with the purpose of 
providing traditional knowledge, perspectives, and insights to existing curricula for student and adult 
participants from across the nation. This program will facilitate the development of a more holistic 
understanding of modern and past native cultures, trust relations, native perspectives and interpretations 
in the disciplines of archaeology, anthropology, education, and American Indian studies.  
 
The Goal:  
This program complements Crow Canyon’s mission and will serve to support the archaeology, education, 
American Indian initiatives, and cultural explorations departments program curricula. The goal of the 
Native American Scholar in Residence Program is to highlight the personal experiences and cultural 
perspectives of a native scholar with the intention of broadening knowledge about the human experience 
in the past and present for students and staff.  
 
How It Works: 
The scholar in residence may participate in field and laboratory activities, classroom teaching (indoor and 
outdoor), evening program delivery, and brown-bag lunch seminars during the designated program week 
to facilitate direct interactions with students. The scholar will work with program staff to develop any 
additional curricula activities—such as field trips, home/community visits, demonstrations, service 
learning projects, etc.—that will enhance program delivery and experiential learning.   
 
Crow Canyon offers the scholar housing in a modern home, consisting of a living room, kitchen, two 
bedrooms, bath, and a private, enclosed yard. The scholar will have access to a computer and Internet 
service and, except for long distance calls, Crow Canyon will pay utilities. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner 
will be provided by Crow Canyon from Sunday night through Saturday morning. Additionally, a travel 
stipend of up to $300.00 (with receipts) and honorarium of $1,200.00 ($200.00 per day for six days) will 
be awarded. 

How to Apply:  
Individuals interested in this program will submit an application—including a letter of interest and a 
current CV or resume—by April 1st, 2018. Application materials should be sent directly to Dr. Susan 
Ryan, sryan@crowcanyon.org. Letters of interest should explain the contributions the applicant will make 
to Crow Canyon’s mission, in particular how the scholar can enhance program delivery utilizing native 
cultural knowledge. 

The Native American Scholar in Residence will participate in the College Field School and will reside on 
campus during the week of May 27th–June 2nd, June 3rd–9th, or June 10th–16th, 2018. Please specify which 
week(s) you are applying for in the letter of interest. 
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